






























































































































































































































































pispirik
Sticky Note
 A solid piece of a hard substance

pispirik
Sticky Note
 Easily damaged or disrupted; fragile

pispirik
Sticky Note
chip at poker, a little piece

pispirik
Sticky Note
 To break or snap apart

pispirik
Sticky Note
 A very small piece broken from a baked item, such as a cookie, cake, or bread.

pispirik
Sticky Note
1.A flat thin piece or layer; a chip.
2. A small crystalline bit of snow.

pispirik
Sticky Note
 a.To crush, pulverize, or reduce to powder by friction, especially by rubbing between two hard surfaces: grind wheat into flour.
b. To shape, sharpen, or refine with friction: grind a lens.

pispirik
Sticky Note
space beteween smth.

pispirik
Sticky Note
1. An irregularly shaped mass or piece.
2. A small cube of sugar.

pispirik
Sticky Note
 a frame on which something may be constructed

pispirik
Sticky Note

pispirik
Sticky Note
 To rub hard in order to clean.

pispirik
Sticky Note
1. A small spot, mark, or discoloration.
2. A tiny amount; a bit: not a speck of truth in her story.

pispirik
Sticky Note
To become crushed, flattened, or pulpy, as by pressure or impact.

pispirik
Sticky Note

pispirik
Sticky Note

pispirik
Sticky Note

pispirik
Sticky Note
1. To press hard on or together; compress.
2. To press gently, as in affection: squeezed her hand.

pispirik
Sticky Note

pispirik
Sticky Note
1. To live as a resident; reside.

pispirik
Sticky Note
1. To put out (a tenant, for example) by legal process; expel.

pispirik
Sticky Note
a. Indicating or being a multistoried building equipped with elevators: a high-rise apartment building.
b. Of, relating to, or marked by multistoried buildings: a high-rise fire; a high-rise district.

pispirik
Sticky Note
The usually older, central part of a city

pispirik
Sticky Note
a ajuta sa aiba succes, a propulsa

pispirik
Sticky Note
a se raspandi






















































































































































































































































































































































































